**Timing and Control devices**

**Nordic Sport ReacTime® False start and Training system**

Nordic Sport ReacTime® can be used as both false start and for training athletes reaction time to start signal. The world’s top sprinters have shown that reaction times can be improved by training – and ReacTime® can be the cornerstone of that training process.

art no 1153 201

**False Start System:**

Detects illegal reaction time of athletes in sprinting events and signals a false start to the starter as described in IAAF Rule 162.10. Measures reaction times to 1/1000th of a second. Battery operated and rechargeable, or AC powered. Includes all required cables as well as headset for the starter. Optional loudspeakers in the blocks assure that all athletes hear the starter’s commands or the sound of the gun simultaneously. Included software allows the power waveforms for all the athletes in a race to be graphed, compared, saved and printed. Optional paper tape printer allows reaction times of the athletes to be printed trackside for each race.

**Training System:**

Can be operated with a firing a gun or with the software’s speaker option and. The software allows starter’s commands to be personally recorded with their own voice. Two Personal Training Systems can be linked for competitive training. Can be connected to photobeams or a Nordic Sport Lynx system for total sprint timing. Data from your entire workout, including power waveforms, can be stored in the unit and retrieved later on your own PC using the software. Starting block, computer and speakers are bought separately.

**Photo-finish camera Nordic Sport Lynx**

Nordic Sport Lynx is the world’s most popular and versatile digital photofinish and timing system in its price class. The Photo-finish camera is a completely automatic timing system with a digital camera. Nordic Sport Lynx is an IAAF certified product.

The Photo-finish camera takes from 1000 photos/second to 2000 photos/second depending on which packet you choose. The Photo-finish camera can produce photo-finish images in black and white or colour, depending on the choice of packet. The program included in the packet is in 40 different languages.

There are three different packets to choose from: Competition, Championship and Grand Prix (see detailed description on next page). If there is anything you wish to alter or add, all of our packets can be modified. There are many options. For example scoreboards, wind meters, lap counters, extra cameras, etc. You can also send your results “live” to TV, Internet, etc.

**We at Nordic Sport can always customise a system for your requirements, large or small.**
Competition

- Camera: EtherLynx 2000, fully upgradeable 1000 frames/second, timing enabled, c-mount f1.2 12.5-76mm zoom lens.
- Automatic start detection sensor.
- Complete professional tripod and mounting hardware with precision adjustment.
- All-inclusive camera and start cable set.
- Built-in interface to scoreboards and wind gauges.
- FinishLynx 32 - Multi language Photo Finish software.
- LynxPad - Multi language Event Management software, available in Swedish and several other languages.
- Also available as "Competition Elite" with wireless communication from the start microphone.

art no 1153 011 ............................... OFFER

Championship

- Primary camera - fully upgradeable 1000 frames/second, timing enabled, color EtherLynx 2000.
- Nikon normal AF Nikko 50 mm f/1.8 lens, with f-mount through-the-lens alignment viewer with remote iris control.
- Reverse angle camera - fully upgradeable 1000 frames/second monochrome EtherLynx 2000 with c-mount motorized remote control zoom lens.
- Complete professional tripod and mounting hardware with precision adjustment for both cameras.
- All-inclusive camera and start cable sets.
- Built-in interface to scoreboards and wind gauge.
- FinishLynx 32 - Multi language Photo Finish software.
- LynxPad - Multi language event management software.
- Remote control camera positioning platform.
- IAAF compliant wireless start detection system.
- IAAF compliant Ultrasonic wind gauge.

art no 1153 013 ............................... OFFER
Grand Prix

- Primary camera: color EtherLynx PRO, 2000 frames/second, timing enabled.
- Nikon normal AF Nikko 50 mm f/1.8 lens, f-mount through-the-lens alignment viewer with remote iris control.
- Wireless connectivity option for EtherLynx PRO.
- Backup/Reverse angle camera: color EtherLynx 2000, fully upgradeable 1000 frames/second, timing enabled.
- FF-mount through-the-lens alignment viewer 28 mm–105 mm f/2.8 zoom lens.
- Complete professional tripod and mounting hardware with precision adjustment for both cameras.

- All-inclusive camera and start cable sets.
- Built-in interface to scoreboards and wind gauges.
- FinishLynx 32 - Photo Finish mjukvara, på svenska med flera andra språk.
- LynxPad - Multi language Event Management software.
- Remote control camera positioning platform.
- IAAF compliant wireless start detection system.
- IAAF compliant Ultrasonic wind gauge.
- 9-digit alphanumeric scoreboard/running time clock and tripod.

- Automatic race-image capture software plugin that also operates as a photocell to control the running time clock at the finish line.
- AirLynx Wireless infrastructure for secure and reliable communication with EtherLynx PRO camera and other Lynx devices (i.e. included ultrasonic wind gauge)
- Amplified antenna for 802.11g wireless network.

art no 1153 015 .............................................. OFFER
Scoreboard, indoor
Single-sided four-digit indoor LED scoreboard 610x229x127mm. The scoreboard is programmable for nine functions. Apart from starting, stopping, resetting and ringing signal, the operator can use a change-over function on the side of the display to select different programs.
art no 1004 012.......................... OFFER

Scoreboard, outdoor
Single-sided, portable, six-digit LED display, 1422x356x152mm. Six digit display is used for many different applications. Some of these include cross-country, marathon and use as a timer for any competition that does not exceed 99:59:59 minutes. The operator can use a change-over function on the side of the display to select between 9 different programs.
art no 1004 013.......................... OFFER

Scoreboard AllSport
Matrix LED display, 270x52x21cm. Can be single or double sided. Lots of programmable functions and disciplines. Excellent function together with FieldLynx.
art no 1004 011.......................... OFFER

Scoreboard AllSport Plus
Matrix LED display, 270x52x21cm. Can be single or double sided. Lots of programmable functions and disciplines. Excellent function together with FieldLynx.
art no 1004 011.......................... OFFER

Manual scoreboard
A revolving scoreboard mounted on a steel frame with wheels. 8 cassettes for numbers showing attempt, athletes number and result.
art no 1156 425.......................... 1499 €

Cassette red 0-9
art no 1156 426.......................... 78 €

Cassette black 0-9
art no 1156 427.......................... 78 €

Laserlynx
Laserlynx is a powerful laser-based measuring device linked to a palm hand-held computer. The resulting product is in a class by itself. Never has a distance measurement in a track and field environment been so accurate, easy and so affordable. All the measurements are computer generated and information can be shared effortlessly with scoreboards, infield displays, databases and even with announcers.
art no 1153 104.......................... OFFER

All prices are ex Works and ex VAT
All prices are ex Works and ex VAT

1. Accusplit Pro Survivor
art no 1154 601 ................................................................. 28 €

2. Accusplit Survivor II
Same functions as Pro Survivor, but no weekday and smaller display.
art no 1154 600 ................................................................. 16 €

Accusplit is the world’s most popular sports watch. Of absolute top-quality and designed to meet the highest demands of runners and timekeepers.

3. Accusplit Eagle
art no 1154 602 ................................................................. 97 €

Telescopic measuring device pole vault
Telescopic measuring device with built-in measuring tape. Maximum measuring range 8 m.
art no 3100 444 ................................................................. 617 €

Seiko system stopwatch with printer
Features include: Time/Calendar showing year, date, hours minutes and seconds. Chronograph measuring down to 1/100 second. Up to 100 lap and partial times can be measured, stored in memory and recalled. Measured data can be printed out on printer. Autostart; by pre-setting measurement start time, the chronograph can start automatically at a desired point in time.
art no 1154 129 ................................................................. 653 €

Paper roll fitting Seiko with printer
art no 1154 130 ................................................................. 25 €

Electronic scale 0.1 g
Official competition rules allows only 1 gram deviation in weight of throwing implements. Only electronic scales can meet these demands. This scale weighs up to 8.1 kg with only 0.1 gram deviation to cover all areas of throwing.
art no 7971 500 ................................................................. OFFER

Electronic scale 1.0 g
Same as 7971 500 but with 1.0 g deviation.
art no 7971 501 ................................................................. OFFER
1. Wind gauge Lynx
Electronic wind gauge with extremely high accuracy. Construction without moving parts for high readability. Digital display. Delivered with tripod. Can be connected to all Nordic Sport Lynx photo-finish systems. According to IAAF regulations.
art no 1153 010
2 432 €

2. Windgauge Springco Compact
A small accurate windgauge. Tripod included.
art no 1150 350
595 €

3. Budget Scales
Weighs 12kg +/- 1.0g.
art no 7971 502
OFFER

4. Discus gauge 1-1.5 kg
Test ruler with permanent checkpoints for maximum and minimum diameter, rim radius, thickness and centre plate diameter. Made of steel. For discus 1.0 and 1.5 kg.
art no 6161 461
49 €

3. Discus gauge 1.75-2 kg
The same gauge as 6161 461 but for size control of discus 1.75 and 2.0 kg.
art no 6161 462
49 €

4. Sliding caliper
Top quality big-size sliding caliper for exact control of all throwing appliances.
art no 6161 463
700 €

All prices are ex Works and ex VAT
Electronic lap counter
Electronic lap counter with both a single-sided or three-sided two-digit model. Digit height 25 cm. Complete with control panel and bell.
art no 1130 291…………………………………….. OFFER

Measuring device long jump/triple jump
An instrument that provides accurate measuring. Eliminates errors caused by sliding sand.
art no 2105 240…………………………………….. 374 €

Measuring wheel
art no 1010 099…………………………………….. 627 €

Fibreglass measuring tapes
High-class measuring tapes made of fibreglass. Mounted in a strong plastic frame. Easy-to-read scale.

100 m art no 5165 100…………………………………….. 152 €
50 m art no 5165 050…………………………………….. 66 €
30 m art no 5165 030…………………………………….. 46 €
20 m art no 5165 020…………………………………….. 35 €
10 m art no 5165 010…………………………………….. 24 €

Steel measuring tapes
Very exact stainless steel measuring tapes. Supplied with storage bag.

50 m art no 5160 050…………………………………….. 117 €
30 m art no 5160 030…………………………………….. 79 €
20 m art no 5160 020…………………………………….. 66 €
10 m art no 5160 010…………………………………….. 55 €

Steel measuring tape 100 m
Steel measuring tape of top quality. The steel surface is covered with plastic to prevent rust, folds and breakage. Easy to clean.

100 m art no 5160 100…………………………………….. 236 €

All prices are ex Works and ex VAT
All prices are ex Works and ex VAT

**Hammer control device**
For quick and accurate control of the length of the hammer. Adjustable for different lengths. Made of aluminium.  
art no 5120 006............................................. 804 €

**Lap counter with bell**
A sturdy lap counter with a frame of zinc-plated steel tubes. Two cassettes with black numbers. Includes a cast brass bell with a sonorous ringing.  
art no 1130 290............................................. 557 €

**Centre of gravity device**
Simple tool to test the hammer’s centre of gravity.  
art no 5120 007............................................. 59 €

**Discipline clock Electronic**
Indicating the time available to jumpers and throwers. Shows 0-6 minutes. Spring operated. The clock is placed on a sturdy steel standard and has a wind indicator on top.  
art no 1130 476............................................. 1 400 €